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Editorial
IN miniature (previously
News & Views) is the official
magazine of IPMS New
South Wales.
Contributions are warmly
invited. All due care is taken
for material offered, however neither the editorial
staff nor IPMS New South
Wales accepts any responsibility. Acceptance of material does not signify a guarantee that it will be published.
Except where noted, all material in IN miniature remains the copyright of the
author, editors and IPMS
NSW. Reproduction of any
material is prohibited without written permission of the
copyright holders.
All correspondence to:
IN miniature Magazine
c/o P.O. Box 175
Belmore 2192

Although it is a month late for once, this is the last issue of 'IN miniature' (previously known as 'News and
'Views') for 2006. We should be back to our normal publishing schedule in March 2007, with our next issue
Volume 21/1 due out at that time. As usual we have a mixture of material, hopefully you will find something
of interest. Don't forget that some articles have multiple HTML pages ('click' on the next buttons) and that
one should click on any thumbnail pictures to load a larger copy.
As usual we have to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their photos and other
material in this issue, in particular the following - Mick Mirkovic, Mick Elst, Alan Yee, Peter Malone, Clarke
Cone, DOD, AWM & the AHMWA. Obviously I also am grateful to Gary Byk from Red Roo, Ryan Hamilton
and Matt Ward for the review material. Don't forget that all photos credited to these individuals are subject
to copyright and cannot be reproduced without written permission.
One point that should be noted is that in order to free up enough space to distribute all four issues for 2006
on the same disk, I have had to delete Mick Elst's reports from Illawarra, ACTSMS and 'Squadron' model
shows that appeared in issue 20-2. Thus it is recommended that you hang onto the seperate disk for issue
20-2 if you wish to retain those very interesting photos.

Don't forget that some articles have multiple HTML pages ('click' on the next buttons) and that one should
click on any thumbnail pictures to load a larger copy.
All material (Photos, text and drawings) is by and copyrighted to the Editor Steve Mackenzie unless noted
and cannot be reproduced without written permission

Steve Mackenzie - Editor
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By Steve Mackenzie
Background
Early in 1951 the Australian Government announced that a decision
had been made to manufacture in Australia, the North American F86F Sabre, and that the manufacturer was to be the Commonwealth
Aircraft Corporation in Melbourne, Victoria, which at that time was
just nearing the completion of the last of an order for 200 P-51D
Mustangs for the Royal Australian Air Force.
However, it was not to be a straightforward assembly, as the RAAF
required two major modifications to make the aircraft suitable for its
requirements: these were to change the General Electric J-47 engine
for the 50% greater thrust Rolls Royce RA-7 Avon, and to replace
the six 0.5 inch machine guns with two 30mm Aden Cannon. These
two changes, in engine and armament, meant that alterations had to
be made in fuselage structure to such an extent that only 40% of the
original fuselage structure was retained unaltered.
This installation of another engine brought its problems. The Avon
required nearly 25% more airflow than the J-47 and this entailed
deepening of the nose air intake by 3½ inches. Although of higher
power, the Avon was 400 lb. lighter than the American engine, and
had to be mounted further aft in the fuselage to maintain the centre
of gravity in the correct position. This necessitated repositioning the
‘break’ point at which the rear fuselage was removed for engine servicing. In addition the cockpit layout was revised, and fuel capacity
increased; all of which entailed a drastic re-design of the fuselage by
C.A.C. However, with these changes the Avon Sabre, as it was now
called, became the most outstanding member of the Sabre family.

Production

flew on Ausust 3rd, 1953. It was powered by an imported RollsRoyce Avon and the first production aircraft, A94-901, designated
CA-27, followed on July 13th 1954, was similarly powered. Subsequent aircraft had engines built under licence by C.A.C.
The initial series of 21 aircraft (A94-901/921) were first fitted with
RA-7 engines assembled from imported components and standard
F-86F wings. These were called Mark 30, and following service trials
delivered to No. 3 Squadron on 1st March 1956. The wings were fitted with leading edge slats which gave good handling characteristics
at low speeds but created considerable drag in high speed flight. The
USAF had modified its F-86’s in Korea in 1952 to obtain higher performance, by replacing the slats with an extended leading edge,
known as the 6-3 extension, as it increased the wing chord by 6
inches at the root and 3 inches at the tip. The wing area was increased from 287.9 to 302.3 square feet and a small wing fence was
added at 70% span on each wing. When fitted to the F-86F the 6-3
wing gave a 7 m.p.h. increase in maximum speed, longer range and
improved manoeuvrabiity at high altitudes. This modified version was
then well able to out-perform its main adversary at that time, the
MiG-15.
These improvements were obtained at the cost of higher stalling and
landing speeds, but were well worth while and all Avon-Sabres had
their slats replaced by the 6-3 wings in 1957-1958. They were redesignated Mark 31 and were supplemented by 20 new Mark 31’s (A94923/942) with C.A.C. built Avon engines. Two of the new aircraft
(A94-938 & 942) had extra fuel tankage in their wing leading edges,
giving a total fuel capacity of 422 gallons instead of the normal 352.
When a pair of 100 or 167 gallon underwing drop tanks were also
carried, the Avon-Sabre had an unusually good range and the leading edge tanks become standard on the final Mark 32 version.

The prototype Avon-Sabre, A94-101, designated the CA-26, first

The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch,
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling. The club
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday. Meetings start at 1:00 PM
and are held at
Ryde City Bowling Club
Blaxland Road
Top Ryde NSW

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competitions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for people of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040 or
write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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C.A.C Sabre Mk.32, A94-988, 5 O.T.U RAAF, Williamtown, 1970.
This scheme is overall Silver finish (matt painted), with a matt Black anti-glare panel and a Light Grey fin tip. The tailfin is Blue with White
checks and the nose White with a Blue band (these are the unit colours). Serials (including 'last two' on the nose) are Black. Standard Kangaroo roundels in six positions plus 'swept' fin flashes. See main text for notes on roundel sizes and other standard colouring details. This is an
unusual (probably 'one-off' special scheme) as the standard 5 O.T.U scheme, to be drawn next issue, just consisted of Blue Nose and tails with
White bands superimposed. To TNI-AU (Indonesia) 03/73 as F-8615. Currently marked as TS-8615 and displayed at the TNI-AU Academy
(Yogyakarta, Akademi Angkatan Udara).

C.A.C Sabre Mk.32s, A94-953 (Instructional Airframe No.12) and A94-944 at RSTT RAAF Wagga Wagga, 1973+.
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A total of 69 Mark 32’s was built (A94-943/990 and 351-371) with the
Avon 26 engines and attachments for four, instead of two, underwing
fuel tanks, two 1,000lb bombs or 24 x 3 inch air - to - air rockets. The
additional attachment points necessitated reduction in the capacity of
the leading edge tanks to 60 gallons.

1956), followed by No. 77 Squadron.

Including the prototype a total of 112 Avon-Sabres was built, the last
aircraft was delivered to the RAAF at Williamtown, NSW on the 19th
Dec. 1961. During early test firings of the 30mm cannon, evidence
was found of structural failure in the rear part of the gun bays. After
investigation it was found that reinforcement was necessary in the
structure adjoining the gun bay to enable it to withstand the recoil of
the cannon.. After this modification the only other change in the aircraft was the provision for a missile armament.

As part of Australia’s contribution to the fight against the Communist
Terrorists in Malaya, No. 3 Squadron was sent, to join the Canberras
of No. 2 Squadron, in October, 1958. No. 77 Squadron arrived to join
in the operations in February, 1959. The aircraft were based at Butterworth.

The decision to equip the aircraft with air - to - air missiles, pending
the introduction of a replacement fighter, was implemented in February, 1960. Firing trials had been made on a Mark 31 aircraft with the
British ‘Fire-streak’ missile with the fire control equipment contained in
an under fuselage pack. But the small, relatively simple, American
‘Sidewinder’ infra-red homing missile was finally chosen as the operational armament. The aircraft of the two Malaya based squadrons
were the first to be fitted with Sidewinders. All Mark 32 aircraft were
eventually equipped to carry these missiles and earlier marks also
modified to accommodate them. The installation comprised an under
wing pylon, mounted near the wing root one for each wing. The fixed
30mm cannon armament was retained on all aircraft.

Service Use
On 1st November, 1954, a Sabre Trials Flight was formed in No. 2(F)
Operational Training Unit, at Williamtown, NSW. The next unit to be
equipped was No. 3 Squadron (whose aircraft arrived on 1st March,

On 1st September, 1958, No. 2 (F) O.T.U. was renamed No. 2 (F)
Operational Conversion Unit and since then it has carried out the conversion training of pilots.

These two squadrons formed No 78 Fighter Wing and immediately
after their arrival, commenced strikes, using rockets and bombs. On
the 31st July 1960, the ten year old Malayan ‘emergency’ was declared officially ended, but these two units remained in Malaya as part
of the Commonwealth Strategic Reserve.
In 1962, as part of the SEATO reply to the threat of communist activity in Thailand, Australia sent a detachment of eight Avon-Sabres to
Ubon in eastern Thailand, the aircraft arriving there on 1st June from
Butterworth. This detachment was re-formed as No. 79 Squadron and
flew surveillance patrols, etc. until it was withdrawn to Butterworth,
late in August, 1968. It is pertinent that, despite its close proximity, it
took no part in the Vietnam conflict.
After 79 Squadron returned to Butterworth, it was merged with 77
Squadron which remained as the last Operational Avon-Sabre squadron. When it finally handed in its Sabres for Mirages in 1969, a new
unit, 5 O.C.U., was formed to utilise the aircraft as a stepping stone
between Macchis and Mirages, till more Mirage trainers became available. This unit finally relinquished its Sabres in 1971.

C.A.C Sabre Mk.32, A94-953 (Instructional Airframe No.12), RSTT RAAF Wagga Wagga, 1973+.
Scheme is overall Silver finish (matt painted), with a matt Black anti-glare panel and a Light Grey fin tip. The vertical tailfin, nose and wingtips
are marked with Yellow bands with Black pinstripes on tailfin and nose. Serials (including 'last two' on the nose) are Black. Standard Kangaroo

C.A.C Sabre Mk.32, A94-962, 3 (F) Sqn RAAF, Butterworth, Malaysia, 1970-71.
This scheme is overall Silver finish (matt painted), with a matt Black anti-glare panel and a Light Grey fin tip. The tailfin is Red with a White
'Southern Cross' marked on it. The noseband is also Red. Serials are Black. Standard Kangaroo roundels on fuselage with 'RAF' style roundels
in the four wing positions plus 'upright' fin flashes (note outline). See main text for notes on roundel sizes and other standard colouring details.
Ref: Modelcraft issue 1-2/1974 (photo also appears in other sources).
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Colour Schemes
All RAAF Avon-Sabres were produced with a basic over-all sprayed
Silver finish. This includes the inside of the aft-intake, wheel wells and
undercarriage. The rear fuselage under the vtailplane was polished
natural Metal. Extreme end of the fuselage and cannon port panel
were Silvery-Grey, being made from different material. A matt Black
anti-glare panel and a Light Grey fin tip were also standard.
Cockpit interiors are basically matt Black. The RAAF maintained the
aircraft in this finish. The C.A.C. emblem, placed on the fin by the
manufacturer, had long since disappeared on most service airframes.
A feature of the Avon-Sabre, and indeed most modern military aircraft, is the absolute maze of small maintenance instructions, stencilled all over the aircraft. Mostly these are Black, but fuel fillers, etc,
are shown by a Red circle.

National Insignia, Roundels and Fin Flashes
Initially early production aircraft were produced with the familiar RAF
Red, White and Blue (concentric circles) roundels and corresponding
fin flash. Standard roundel sizes were 42" on the wings and 32" fuselage. The standard 'upright' style fin flash was 24" x 18".
In June, 1956, the order to paint fuselage roundels with a red
‘leaping’ kangaroo was promulgated. Aircraft already in service were
repainted as they became due for overhaul.
By January, 1966, almost 10 years later, the order to paint kangaroos
on wing roundels was issued. It is significant that the Royal Australian
Navy painted kangaroo roundels in ALL six positions soon after they
were first ordered. It took the RAAF some 10 years to do the same.

6

No. 2 (F) O.C.U
No. 5 O.T.U
No. 3 (F) Sqn.
No. 75 (F) Sqn.
No. 76 (F) Sqn.
No. 77 (F) Sqn.
No. 79 (F) Sqn.

Yellow and Black
Blue and White
Red and White
Black and White
Red and Black
Green and White
Green and White

It should be explained that No. 79 Squadron used the colours of No.
77 Squadron as it was formed from the latter unit.
In most cases the primary colour of the tail was repeated on the
nose, including the INSIDE of the air intake, the second colour, and in
some odd cases a third, was used as an edging to the primary colour.
Often these colours were repeated on wing and tail plane tips, but
there were too many exceptions to this for it to be applied as a standard ruling.
The last two digits of the individual serial number were often repeated
on both sides of the nose, always in the most contrasting colour. Most
units used a number of different variations in how their markings were
presented over the years, only a small sample is presented here,
more will follow next issue.
By far the most flamboyant of the schemes were those adopted by
the various unit aerobatic teams which were each year, for display
purposes during Air Force Week each September. These teams were
not officially sponsored and thus all TEAM flying had to be done in
addition to normal service flying.

Credits - The main background text for this article appeared in the

Unit Markings and Identification

IPMS (Australasia) publication Modelcraft, issue 1-2/1974 in the CAC
Sabre article therein, by Peter Malone and Fred Harris (I have only
made minor adjustments to update it and expand slightly where required).

Each operational unit used a two colour system for identification.
These are as follows:

Copyright for that text is held by Peter Malone. Thanks go to Peter for
permission to reproduce it here.
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C.A.C Sabre Mk.32, A94-974, 3 (F) Sqn RAAF, Butterworth, Malaysia, 1970-71.
This scheme is overall Silver finish (matt painted), with a matt Black anti-glare panel and a Light Grey fin tip. markings are basically identical to
the other 3 Sqn airframe (962) except that the nose band is backed by a White pinstripe and the wingtips are coloured Red (see colour notes
for 962 for details). See main text for notes on roundel sizes and other standard colouring details. Currently Located at Classic Jets Fighter Museum, Parafield SA.

'HOLYHU\RIWKHILUVW0$EUDPV0%7VWRWKH$XVWUDOLDQ$UP\
By Steve Mackenzie
The M1A1 Abrams Tank will provide the Army with increased firepower, mobility and survivability for soldiers on the battlefield. The first
major shipment of 18 tanks and 5 armoured recovery vehicles occurred
in September 2006 in Melbourne. The remainder (41 tanks and 2 recovery vehicles) will be shipped to Darwin in March 2007.

The majority will be operated by the 1st Armoured Regiment in Darwin,
with a smaller number to be allocated to training schools. These photos
were taken of the M1A1 Abrams Tank in Puckapunyal at an open day
and during firing trials at the range. As you can see, at this initial stage
colours and markings are very simple, the vehicles still being in their
American colours of overall 'Sand' with only a minimal 'Red Roo' marking being carried.
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7KH5$$) VILUVWQHZ&7UDQVSRUWDUULYHV
By Steve Mackenzie

Photos from the handover ceremony at Amberley and a fly-over at Canberra for publicity purposes, of the first C-17 to arrive for the RAAF.
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PP7ZLQ%RIRUVDW$EHUGHHQ3URYLQJ*URXQGV 
Aberdeen Proving Grounds in the United States tested most captured
Axis etc vehicles during and after WW.II to ascertain their performance characteristics for Intelligence purposes. As AFV modellers
would be well aware, many of these vehicles have been on outside
display at the Ground's museum for many years, this being the source
for measurement of many of them as reference for kits that have been
released over the years.

All of these photos on this CD are the copyright of Clark Cone of
North Carolina, USA and may not be sold or distributed without his
written authorisation.
The rule shown in some photos to give scale is 2' overall, with one
half divided into 6" and 1" segments.

by Clark Cone

This time however we will have a look at a 40mm Twin Bofors which
is held amongst the Museum's collection.
Clark Cone has generously agreed to allow our club members to access these photos for their personal use, and for our club to post them
as reference files in our publication 'in Miniature', with appropriate
photo credits being acknowledged.
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By Mick Mirkovic

Editor - Back in issue 17/3, RAAF Oddity No.3 covered a couple of
captured CR-42s used by the RAAF in North Africa, one each by 3 and
450 Sqns RAAF. While we had good photo coverage of the 3 Sqn example, the 450 machine had only a couple of photos to illustrate it (one
of them above). Mick has now sent us some more photos from the collection of Frank Schaaf (ex 450 and 86 Sqns RAAF), which the Aviation
History Museum of Western Australia (AHMWA) has recently added to
their collection, which show the 450 machine in greater detail.

show that the airframe was in standard Italian colours for the CR-42
when captured, with markings identifying it as aircraft no.8 from an unidentified Squadrilia. The fuselage band is Yellow (common as an I.D
marking on captured aircraft by this stage), as are apparently the under
surface of the wingtips of the upper wing, with the Spinner in D.A.F Red.
Credits : Photos - AHMWA via Mick Mirkovic except for the two on this
page.

The airframe was acquired by 450 Sqn during the push after El
Alemain (at Castel Benito) in Jan 1943. The photos from Mick below
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Photo No P016480 shows that the
upper wings have 'C' type roundels
(very unusual and a point not
known from previous photos).
P016481 is a good side view
(starboard) showing the large 'C1'
type fuselage roundels superimposed over a Yellow fuselage band
and the original Italian aircraft no.8
(in Red) aft of the roundels. The
tail stripes are I suspect in RAF
colours (Red, White and Blue Red forward) as an I.D marking,
rather than the original Italian colours (Red, White and Green).
P016482 shows the cockpit of this
machine, all the AHMWA photos
being taken at Castel Benito in Jan
1943.

22
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Photo No P016485 shows the Yellow wing tips on the upper wings,
clearly different to the remainder of
the lower surface. In photo
P016486 (headon photo), some
repainting can be seen where the
lower wing Italian roundels have
been painted out, and a RAF roundel substituted.
P016487 portside view of this CR42 now coded OK-FS (for Frank
Schaaf who was it's regular pilot),
shows the retention of the Italian
'Fasces' emblem below the cockpit
and the Italian National Crest in the
middle of the tail flash. These were
to both port and starboard. Once
again all these AHMWA photos
were taken at Castel Benito in Jan
1943.
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,PDJHVIURP2SHUDWLRQ&DWDO\VWLQ6RXWKHUQ,UDT
by Steve Mackenzie
Since we last looked at the ADF operational task force in Iraq, they
have moved their main base of operations. Australia's 500-strong Overwatch Battle Group (West) is now based at Camp Terendak, Tallil Air
Base, Iraq. Its mission is to support Provincial Iraqi Control in Al
Muthanna Province. This is achieved by continued engagement with
Iraqi Security Forces (ISF) and local authorities in the province. It involves a range of activities, including meetings with local leaders, exercising with the ISF and supporting and mentoring them as they consolidate their capabilities.
basically this consists of providing support for forces that patrol the
Iraqi border with Iran. Another key role is the Battle Group's on-going
CIMIC (Civil Military Cooperation) Program. This provides reconstruction assistance in Al Muthanna Province. Australian Army members
also train Iraqi Army personnel at a Basic Training Centre in Tallil.
Once again we have a series of photos of Australian Bushmaster and
ASLAV vehicles supporting ADF members in the region. Note that they
get to play with large radio controlled planes as part of their duties (OK
they are actually UAVs, at least a couple of different types being used
by the Task Group).......…

Editor's Notes - These photos were downloaded in their original
large format (up to 3000+ pixels wide & 3.5 Mb files each in their original format) from the ADF Media Site (as listed below). See the site if
you wish to obtain the original larger scans, or full captions.(Steve)

References: Department of Defence Media centre - http://www.
defence.gov.au
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,PDJHVIURPWKH3KRWRJUDSKLF/LEUDU\RIWKH
$YLDWLRQ+HULWDJH0XVHXPRI:$ 
The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, nitrate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and computer scans. The vast majority come from private collections and
most haven't been published before.
In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A,
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their
source.
These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details
are as below:
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA
Bull Creek Drive
Bull Creek WA 6149
Phone: (08)9311-4470
Fax : (08)9311-4455
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au
Website:www.raafa.org.au

Bombay of 1.A.A.U. RAAF.

Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library
or myself.
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA

Caproni Ca309 Ghibli. This photo of 3 Sqn's hack is usually
said to be taken in Sicily, circa Sept 1943.

CAC Gannet A14-5, taken in WA.

P015739 1 Squadron Wapiti A5-7 at Maylands Airfield, Perth,

P015796 Beech F17D A39-1 ex VH-ACU, Laverton, c.1943
P015797 Douglas O-47, Laverton, Dec 1943.
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P016079 NEIAF B-25D N5-155 at Canberra, c.1942.
P016081 USAAF O-47A 37-753 at Laverton, c.1942/3.

P016082 USAAF CW-22 8766 at Laverton, c.1942.
P016083 Head on view of CW-22 8766, Laverton, c.1942. Note
has U.S. ARMY under wings.

P980377 Hurricane IIc, 'Blue Devil', 11 Squadron RAF, Cholavram 1943.

P980349 Vengeance I, AN935-P, 82 Sqn RAF, Dehli 1942.
P980374 Hurricane IIc, KW935-X ,11 Squadron RAF, Cholavram India 1943.
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Another instalment of local Twotter colour schemes. As noted when
I last ran some DHC-6 material several years ago, there were a lot of
them used in the past by small local airlines on local and feeder
routes. One which operated as a feeder airline within the Ansett system was Flight West from Queensland. It was originally established
by Sir Dennis Buchanan in 1987 to operate subsidised passenger
services to remote communities on Queensland Government contracts, initially using King Airs, DHC-6 Twin Otters and a EMB-110.

Later it became part of the Ansett organisation (which was it's downfall as it went into Liquidation when Ansett collapsed in 2001), operating a mixed fleet of 16 jet and turboprop aircraft on 34 routes at the
time its services were suspended. They used more than one colour
scheme over the years, the most common using Blue and Red colors, but this particular DHC-6 was in the scheme illustrated at the
time it was photographed.

DHC-6 Twin Otter, Flight West, VH-FNY, Brisbane, June 1996.
Overall Gloss White, with Black areas on the leading edges of the wings, vertical and horizontal tailplanes and
the ends of the tail plane tips. There is also extensive Black areas to conceal the exhaust effluxes on the engine
nacelles and wings. To top it off the spinners are also Black. Black regos VH-FNY either side of the fuselage, below port and above starboard wing (standard positions). The 'Flight West' titles are in Black on the fuselage with
Green/Red company logos on the vertical tail and fuselage striping in the same colour. Ref: Airliners.net photo
No 0006586.

TRANSTATE
Some of the old Flight West routes along with assets such as their Cairns
base were acquired by Transtate Airlines. As you can quess, they operated
at least two Twin Otters also (VH-UQR and VH-UQY). There are several photos on the Airliners.net database of this one including Nos.0076058, 0171614
and 0171615 (also see 1102272 for 'UQR'). Note that I am not going to reproduce any of the Airliners.net photos here for copyright reasons, you can

DHC-6 Twin Otter, Transtate, VH-UQY, Cairns, March 2000.
Overall Gloss White, with Black areas to conceal the exhaust effluxes on the engine nacelles and wings. The
spinners are polished Natural Metal. Black regos VH-UQY either side of the fuselage, below port and above starboard wing (standard positions). The 'Flight West' titles are in Black on the fuselage with a Dark Blue vertical tail
and outer half of the horizontal tailplanes (inner halfs are Gloss White). Forward part of the tail is a bright 'Lime
Green' colour, divided from the Dark Blue tail by Red striping. Company logo on the tail is the same Lime Green
with a '7 point' star in White. Refs: Airliners.net photos as above.
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This airline was established to operate charter operations in 1992 as
McKinlay Air Charters, changing to scheduled services in 1998. In
May 2000 the business was sold to Transjet (the owner of Transtate
Airlines). The two brands were merged and operate now under the
Macair name. They are based in Cairns and Townsville and operate
routes throughout Queensland.

While the main types operated now are Saab 340s and Fairchild Metros, they have in the past operated DHC-6 Twin Otters, including VHFNU and VH-UQY. Currently they are claimed to be Queensland's
largest regional airline, serving 40 destinations throughout the state.
They are also a Qantas Frequent Flyer partner, acting as a feeder
airline into the Qantas system.

DHC-6 Twin Otter, c/n 286, Macair, VH-FNU, Dunk Island, October 2000.
This scheme is obviously derived from the Transate one on previous page with the basic colours being the same
(note the Black 'exhaust' areas on the cowls and wings vary slightly). The forward part of the tail is now Red, divided from the Dark Blue tail by Gold striping. Company logo on the tail in Gold and White, with the lettering in
Red. Ref: Airliners.net photo No 00119083. Airframe now with Regional Pacific Airlines.

DHC-6 Twin Otter, c/n 286, Macair, VH-UQY, 2000.
VU-UQY which is shown previously in Transtate colours but after it passed to Macair ownership. Same basic
scheme it previously carried but with Macair titling now, similar to VH-FNU, except this one had 'Macair' titles on
the fuselage also. Note the Red used is almost a Burgundy colour in this case.
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,PDJHVIURPWKH3KRWRJUDSKLF&ROOHFWLRQRI$ODQ<HH
One of the most popular club members, Alan Yee has a large collection of personal photos dating back to just after the end of W.W.II.
Many of these photos are from an era from which few good illustrations turn up in print in the usual sources.
Until recently Alan did not have prints of many of his negatives that
he had taken over the years. With the advent of access to cheaper
scanning solutions he has been able to obtain electronic copies of
much of his collection and has agreed to this publication using a se-

lection of his images in each issue. He and myself (the editor) will select some for use each quarter, on some occasions they will be to a
random theme as here, sometimes it will concentrate on one particular airframe or type, on other occasions there may be a mini walkaround of a particular airframe.
On this occasion I have put together a spread of photos taken on
board USS Coral Sea during one of it's visits here to Australia.
(Steve - Editor
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First three pages – mostly A-6 Intruders
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Followed by three pages of F-4 Phantoms.
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And a few Crusaders and Demons to round it off.
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5HG%XOO$LU5DFH3HUWK
The first ever Red Bull Air Race to be held in Australia, was held in
Perth over the weekend of Nov.18-19. This is a report with photos by
the author who lives right across the road from Langley Park (Perth's
first airfield), which was used by the competitors as their airfield for
the competition.
The event started earlier in the week, with the erecting of portable
hangars and a control tower at Langley Park , followed by the aircraft
themselves later in the week. The main event started on Saturday,
18th with a parachute display by the Army's ‘Red Devils‘ Parachute
Display Team, jumping out of a 38 Squadron Caribou high over the
Swan River. This was followed by the Caribou joining up with 2 T-6
Texans and 4 Nanchang CJ-6s ( all locally based at Jandakot Airport)
for a double flypass up the Swan River between Perth & South Perth.
Then the inflateable race pylons where erected and the preliminary
rounds began (See photos). After the rounds finished early in the afternoon, an aerobatic display was flown by 3 Squadron's 20th Anniversary Scheme Hornet A21-26, to the thrill of those present to see it.

Next day started early with Langley Park opened to the public to view
the race aircraft and to talk to the pilots themselves and boy was it
crowded. After this was start of the day's main activities with the ‘Red
Devils’ jumping again, followed by a double flypass by the same aircraft as Saturday's flypass, this was then followed by a solo display by
the Caribou, then a solo aerobatic display by a 2 F.T.S. PC-9/A. Then
the race began, this was watched by around 200,000 spectators, who
lined the foreshore at Perth and South Perth. The race was won by
Hungarian pilot Peter Besenyei and the overall series winner for 2006
was American pilot Kirby Chambliss.
Following the presentations was a flypass by 4 x 79 Squadron
Hawks and then a solo display by one Hawk. This was then followed
by a flypass by 4 Hornets of 3 Squadron and then A21-26 did it's
aerobatic display to close off the event. By all accounts the organiser
and pilots in the event where greatly pleased with the reception given
to them here in Perth and will be back next year for a bigger event
with more pilots and aircraft participating.

by Mick Mirkovic
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'HIHQFH$LUVKRZ 5LFKPRQG 
by Gary Wickham
The Air Show celebrated the 85th anniversary of the Royal Australian
Air Force (RAAF) at what was formerly known as Ham Common,
now RAAF Base Richmond. Originally called RAAF Station Richmond until 1952, Richmond was the second Air Force Base to be
established within Australia and the first in New South Wales. Today,
RAAF Base Richmond is one of the oldest surviving air bases in
Australia, as well as the busiest due to the activities of Air Lift Group
(ALG), as well as being the hub of all the RAAF and Australian Defence Force (ADF) logistics.
The Air Show featured a variety of exhibitions and ground displays
to entertain the whole family. This included both of the Air Force
Bands, the Air Force Hot Air Balloon, Air Force Police Dogs (Military
Working Dogs) and a variety of civilian exhibitors. The flying program
incorporated some of Australia's finest vintage propeller- driven aircraft, through to jets and helicopters in service with the ADF today.
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One highlight of the show was the first public viewing of the newest
asset to the Air Force, the giant C-17 Globemaster. The Defence Air
Show is rotated around our major bases so that everyone in Australia gets a chance to see Navy, Army and Air Force aircraft in action
periodically. The 2007 Defence Air Show will be held at RAAF Base
Edinburgh, 20 minutes north of Adelaide in South Australia.
This pictorial overview of thr Defence Airshow (Richmond) 2006 is
courtesy of Gary Wickham and shows some of the major types
which were on static display.
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$FURVVWKH'HVN
Here again, in no particular order, are a few of the kits which have crossed my modelling desk in the last few months. We're all at sea this
time, due to my re-awakened interest in nautical subjects !

Dragon 1/700 USS Mustin
Pros - Assembles nicely, very little flash, full hull option and stand in kit, decals for most of the "Flight Two" Arleigh Burke class provided
Cons - Small parts quite fiddly with flash in irritating, difficult to remove places, smaller details moulded rather heavily (a common problem in
this scale)
Final Verdict - A goody, grab it if modern warships are your thing, it won't get any cheaper !

Aoshima 1/700 USS North Carolina
Pros - Cheaper than the recent Trumpeter kit
Cons - Light AA horrible, needs replacing with Skywave/Pit Rd US equipment sets or, (as on my model) leave it off completely and finish the
ship as she was from late 1945 til the end of her service career. Smokestacks awry somehow, there shouldn't be the "step between the tops of
them as there is on the model. Masts pretty horrible as they come, although a good flash removal, followed by a coat of black paint covers a
multitude of sins.
Final Verdict - Get the Trumpeter kit if you want a North Carolina class in this scale

Tamiya 1/700 HMS Nelson
Pros - Only kit of this Washington Treaty "nobbled" battleship available in 700th scale. Parts cleanly moulded in typical Tamiya style, assembles well with no real dramas, apart from the masts and radars. Kit has recently been remoulded/remastered by Tamiya and will be re-released
shortly. This review pertains to the older kit of this vessel by Tamiya Cons A bit of "fun" is to be had cleaning the mould lines and assembling
the masts from their various parts, take your time and you'll be well rewarded
Final Verdict - Kit captures the subject rather well in her late 1945 guise, with most of her light flak mounts removed, looks the goods when fin-
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Fujimi 1/700 USS New Jersey
Pros Only kit round in 700th of this Iowa class Fast Battleship in her WW2 guise (Tamiya's kit is actually NJ in her Korean theatre guise and
Trumpeter's kit represents her in her Gulf War 1 guise) Assembles easily and without problems
Cons - Double and quad flak guns indescribably horrible as supplied in kit and must b e replaced from spares (as here) or Skywave/Pit Road
weapons sets. Masts a little on the thick side (although do look convincing under a coat of black paint) "Seahawk" aircraft supplied in kit for
catapults are pitiful and look more like logs with wings.
Final Verdict - As already stated, only available kit of this ship in her WW2 guise, and some essential parts need replacing, it does look convincing when finished.

Tamiya 1/700 IJN Suzuya
Pros - Nice kit, easily assembled into a convincing replica of this Mogami class Heavy Cruiser
Cons - None really, (ok the aircraft don't have struts, but that's to be expected in 700th !)
Final Verdict - Kit has recently been remastered and will be re-released shortly by Tamiya and that should be an even nicer kit, this review pertains to the older kit, which is currently available at fairly cheap prices at most hobby shops

Matthew Ward
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5HYLHZV
)O\LQJ+LJK'HFDOV
Catalogue: MM-72031 – RAAF C-17 Globemaster
MM-72032 – RAAF C-130J
Scales: 1/48, 1/72, and 1/144
Contents and Media: 1 printed decals sheet (laser), an A4 sized instruction booklet with profiles of each aircraft per page, and decal instructions.

Flying High Decals – RAAF C-17 Globemaster III(1/72
or 1/144) - MM-72031
December 2006 saw the delivery of the first RAAF C-17 (see article in
this issue for the RAAF Official photos - Editor). Eventually four examples will be purchased and flown with 36 Sqn from RAAF Base Amberley. These decals are for the first example, A41-206, and included
walkways and stencilling. These decals will suit the new resin 1/72 Anigrand C-17, or the Vacform Combat Models release. These decals are
also available in 1/144.

Price: A$12.00 - $16.00.
Review Type: First Look

All decals are available by contacting Sky Decals at skydecals@bigpond.com

Advantages: After-market decals for some very specialised subjects.

These products were purchased with the reviewer’s own funds.

Disadvantages: Short run decals, limited edition only.

Reviewed by Ryan Hamilton

Recommendation: Highly Recommended.

Flying High Decals - RAAF C-130J (1/48,
1/72, and 1/144) - MM-72032
This set covers the new 37 Squadron “Dark Grey” scheme,
which started to appear late in 2006. The Hercules is FS
36099 Dark Grey in the fuselage, tail, engines, and upper
wings, and FS35237 Medium Grey on the lower surfaces.
The large aircraft number on the tail is now replaced with
the 37 Sqn crest.
These decals will suit the Italeri C-130J Hercules.
Serial and roundels are supplied for all three aircraft.
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Underworld Decals
Catalogue: ACA-114 – Virgin Blue 737-700 – 50th Virgin Blue Aircraft
Scales: various
Contents and Media: 1 printed decals sheet (laser), 1 screen-printed
white decal. An A4 sized instruction booklet with profiles of the aircraft
and decal instructions.

Recommendation: Highly Recommended.
These Underworld Decals are for the commemorative 50th B737 flown
by Virgin Blue in Australia. This airframe differs from the standard Virgin Blue 737s with its very attractive blue fuselage. Also included in the
plans are instructions on how to convert the Revell 1/144 737-800 back
to a 737-700.

All decals are available by contacting Sky Decals at skydecals@bigpond.com

Price: A$13.00
These products were purchased with the reviewer’s own funds.
Review Type: First Look
Advantages: Colourful aircraft.

Reviewed by Ryan Hamilton

Disadvantages: Short run decals, limited edition only.
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5HYLHZV
5RQLQ'HFDOV
Catalogue:
RDS-001 – S-3B Viking VS-21 “Fighting Redtails 1945-2005” (1/48 and
1/72)
RDS-002 – S-3B Viking VS-38 “World Famous Red Griffins” (1/48 and
1/72)
RDS-004 – S-3B Viking VS-30 “Diamond Cuttings” (1/48 and 1/72)
RDS-005 – F-14A Tomcat VF-11 Red Rippers USS Forrestal 1991
(1/48 and 1/72)
RDS-006 – F-14A Tomcat VF-111 Sundowners “Miss Molly” (1/48 and
1/72)
RDS-008 – HS-14 “Chargers” SH-60F Ocean Hawk CAG Bird (1/48
and 1/72)
Scales: various
Contents and Media: 1 printed decals sheet (laser), 1 screen-printed
white decal. An A4 sized instruction booklet with profiles of the aircraft
and decal instructions.
Price: A$8.00 - $16.00.
Review Type: First Look
Advantages: Some very colourful US Navy subject, especially the
Ocean Hawk.
Disadvantages: Short run decals, limited edition only.
Recommendation: Highly Recommended.
All decals are available by contacting Sky Decals at skydecals@bigpond.com

Reviewed by Ryan Hamilton
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Williamtown Wing Commanders aircraft – Standard Camouflage with
later style of fin flash markings in white.

Catalogue: RAAF Mirages Parts 1-11
Part 7
Scales: 1/48 (also available in 1/72 and 1/32)
Contents and Media: Contents and Media: 1 printed decals sheet
(laser), 1 white backing decal sheet (to ensure clarity). An A4 sized
instruction booklet with profiles of each aircraft per page, and decal
instructions.

ARDU – Standard scheme with ARDU fin flash markings and yellow
nose.
ARDU – Standard scheme with ARDU fin flash markings.
ARDU – Orange and white scheme with the ARDU fin flash markings.

Price: A$18.00 - $20.00.
Part 8
Review Type: First Look
Advantages: Many of these RAAF Mirages have never been produced in decals previously and are warmly welcomed.
Disadvantages: Short run decals, limited edition only. Also not
enough Mirages in my collection to build them all!
Recommendation: Highly Recommended.

Part 1
77 Sqn – Overall Silver airframe with the original 77 Sqn tail flash
3 Sqn – Lizard scheme with original tail markings
2 OCU – Standard Camouflage

3 Sqn – Standard scheme with later style 3 Sqn fin flash marking and
the Southern Cross on the rudder.
3 Sqn – Two-tone grey scheme with 3 Sqn fin flash marking and the
Southern Cross on the rudder.
79 Sqn - Standard scheme

Part 9
75 Sqn – Original scheme with the 75 Sqn crest on the tail. Although
this scheme represents the aircraft repainted when the Mirage was retired, it can also be used for the original airframes.
77 Sqn – Red, White and Blue scheme from the Diamond Dubilee
Air Show in 1981.

Part 10 – Dual Seat Mirages
Part 2
2 OCU – Overall Silver airframe with the standard 2 OCU flash, and
yellow intake markings
76 Sqn – Standard Camouflage
Williamtown Wing Commanders aircraft – Standard Camouflage with
original tail markings

Part 3
76 Sqn – Overall Silver airframe with the standard 76 Sqn fin flash,
and red intake markings
2 OCU – Green and Dark Earth Temp scheme for the Kangaroo Exercise, 1981
75 Sqn – Standard Camouflage

Part 4
75 Sqn – Overall Silver airframe with the later 75 Sqn fin flash, and
red intake markings
Williamtown Wing Commanders aircraft – Standard Camouflage with
second style of fin flash markings
2 OCU – Two tone grey markings

2 OCU – Overall Silver airframe with the early style 2 OCU fin flash.
3 Sqn – Standard camouflage with the 3 Sqn fin flash,
75 Sqn – “Lizard camouflage” and standard 75 Sqn fin flash

Part 11 – Dual Seat Mirages
2 OCU – Overall Silver airframe with the standard 2 OCU flash, and
yellow intake markings
76 Sqn – Standard Camouflage with 76 Sqn fin flash
3 Sqn – Standard camouflage with the 3 Sqn ‘Thrill Neck Lizard” fin
flash,

The decals themselves are beautifully printed and in perfect register.
The detail within some of the tail crests is VERY fine. The last set
(Part 9) includes all red and blue decals for the red/white and blue
scheme. I know many Australian modellers who have been waiting
along time for the original 75 Sqn markings.
These products were purchased with the reviewer’s own funds through
the Naval Aviation Museum, RNAS Nowra.

Reviewed by Ryan Hamilton

Part 5
2 OCU – Overall Silver airframe with the standard 2 OCU flash, and
yellow intake markings
3 Sqn – Standard scheme with 3 Sqn fin flash marking
3 Sqn – Standard scheme with 3 Sqn fin flash marking and Southern
Cross on the rudder.

Part 6
77 Sqn – Overall Silver airframe with the “77” Sqn tail flash markings
77 Sqn – Standard scheme with “77” Sqn fin flash marking.
77 Sqn – Standard scheme with later 77 Sqn fin flash marking
Williamtown Wing Commanders aircraft – Standard Camouflage with
later style of fin flash markings in blue
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Red Roo Models Resin
Catalogue: Refer to text.
Scale: 1/48th & 1/72nd
Contents and Media: Instruction sheets (where applicable)- two A4
pages of colour instructions plus resin pieces.

Price: varies - see text
Review Type: First Look
Advantages: High quality and attention to detail. Very good quality
resin with no discernable faults. Good instructions where applicable.

Recommendation: Highly recommended for those interested in the
enhancement of models of these subjects.

RRR48141 - 1/48 scale RAAF Canberra Rolls Royce Avon jet engine
starter fairings $7.95
The last 20 RAAF Canberras (A84-228 to A84-248) used Rolls Royce
RA.7 Avon Mk 109 engines, with different starter fairings (larger) and
turbine faces to those in the Aeroclub (Vacform) and Classic Airframes
(injection moulded) kits. This set provides the necessary pieces in
Resin plus some wire (not shown on scan) to convert the two target
kits.
The resin is very well moulded. Instruction sheets are very comprehensive giving multi view drawings and photos of the actual engine with
clear instructions on how to do the conversion. Color details via way of
photos are also clearly explained.

RRR48142 - 1/48 scale A4 Skyhawk 150 Gallon Drop Tanks $13.95
Some large pieces of resin to make two complete 150 Gallon Drop
Tanks of the style used on RAN A4 Skyhawks plus a simple set of instructions on a single sided A5 sheet comprise this set (see scan). The
resin as usual with Red Roo is well moulded with no imperfections at
all.

RRR48140 - 1/48 scale DHA 'Cuffless' Paddle Blades $9.95
also available in 1/72 as RRR72121 $8.95
The last two items are simpler things which basically consist of the
resin pieces, on a header card without instructions, which are self evident. The first are replacement DHA 'Cuffless' Paddle Blades for the
propellor for those doing a CAC Mustang model from existing kits. This
one comes in both main scales.

RRR72122 - 1/72 scale Catalina Fish Tail Exhausts $5.90
And the other is for 1/72 scale Catalina Fish Tail Exhausts to replace
the kit items as required.
All sets are available from Red Roo Models:
Gary Byk - redroo@bigpond.net.au
Website: www.redroomodels.com
Address: Red Roo Models
P.O Box 113
Glen Waverley, VIC 3150
Many thanks to Gary Byk from Red Roo Models for the review copies!

Review by Steve Mackenzie
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Display Models Sept 2006
Meeting
Due to lack of room (obviously) in the printed format, this
publication does not have all the photos comprising the
models from the Aug, Sep & Oct 2006 meetings which are
on the Electronic (CD) version. This sample is all I can fit in
here.
Gary Wickham has volunteered to take a selection of photos at each meeting which may be viewed on the Club's
website at 'www.ipmsnsw..

.
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